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Among the cities of Mexico, Monterrey has a mystique all its, marked since it is by an enduring
and controversial "One of those temporary safe and sound havens was el reino de Nuevo Leon

(the kingdom of Nuevo Leon) in the northern component of New Spain (Mexico), which
Monterrey was to end up being its capital. concerning its founding in 1596. level in

Biomathematics from the University of Washington in Seattle.all of the residents of Monterrey
are descended from Jews."This books reviews the evidence in support of the claim that many of
the first settlers in Monterrey were of Jewish descent. In addition, this work contains brand-new
and exciting information, nothing you've seen prior published, about the prominent Garza family
in Monterrey that has lengthy claimed to be descended from Jews. Although the governor and
his instant kinsmen had been to suffer ultimately a tragic fate at the hands of the Inquisition,

Carvajal drawn to his side many converso settlers who migrated northward, battled the
indigenous natives, and founded the villas that later on became major cities in northern Mexico.

By using archival information of the Spanish Inquisition, it really is demonstrated that the
Garzas are indeed descended from Jews. Particularly, ancestors of the Garzas were burned at the

stake by the Inquisition in the 1526 auto-de-fe held in the Canary Islands. In this historical
process,the Conversos of New Spain became conquistadores in theor very own right, although
at a price with their original Jewish identification. Many of the brand-new converts,called New

Christians or Conversos, rejected the Christianity thrust upon them and reverted with their
Jewish religious methods. The Inquisition was established in Spain and Portugal to find and
punish these heretical "false Christians". Although legally prohibited from leaving the united

states, New Christians in Spain and Portugal non-etheless found clandestine methods by which
to flee, with the Inquisition in motivated pursuit. He also edited The Expulsion 1492 Chronicles:

An anthology of Medieval Chronicles Associated with the Expulsion of the Jews from Spain and
Portugal.Jewish question"The first governor of this kingdom was the Spanish Conquistador,Luis

De Carvajal y de la Cueva, himself of Jewish descent, who paved just how by arranging the
crown's authorization of a whole shipload of crypto-Jewish relatives and recruits to serve as

settlers in the region under his control. In the lack of files to substantiate such a state,scholars
have seen such assertions of the Garzas with benign skepticism.The historical issue of crypto-
Jews, Jews who were outwardly professing Christians but who secretly practiced Judaism, arose
through the forced conversion of Jews to Christianity in Spain (1391) and Portugal(1497).In this

function, the saga of the main figures in the Monterrey area during that formative period-
Carvajal, Canto, Castano de Sosa, Montemayor is presented against the setting of the ongoing
settlement effort amid battles with the Indians.This book offers a remarkable literary portrait of

the Spanish conquest of northeastern New Spain, and of the role played by Conversos of Jewish
descent in the colonizing effort. Not forgotten may be the contribution made by the Tlaxcalans,

the Indian allies of the Spaniards, who co-founded the neighboring town of Saltillo and
produced the conquest of New Spain total.D. Raphael received his M.ABOUT THE

AUTHORDavid T. and Ph.D. One Saltillo scholar, Vito Alessio Robles, has produced the
provocative claim that " He has written two historic novels: The Alhambra Decree (winner of the

1992 International Fernando Jeno Literary Award) about the 1492 expulsion of the Jews from



Spain; and the Cavalier of Malaga, which handles Converso life in 15th century Spain.The
Conversos fled to safer havens in the Ottoman Empire,North Africa, Europe, and the brand new

World.
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Great read Details is accurate and easy to read and follow. Actually Constanza de la Garza..
helpful for the ones that are doing genealogy and love history. Crypto Garza Very informative
about the GARZA family specifically, and where we still left from and came too, when coming to
the "" NEW WORLD ". Very interesting book, ideal for the ones that are doing genealogy and
love history." Happy and pleased with the book. Exceptional source of information.. Thanks
Amazon***** Can't wait to get started on scanning this, been pretty occupied around here. But
shortly I will make period to reading it. I saw this book within an archive Library a couple of years
ago and I am so excited about finally purchasing it because of Amazon Constanza de la garza
genealogy I would like garzas more explained. Texts are written in plain Spanish not old
Spanish. After all her genealogy if she is Marcos Alonso de la garzas mom Love it. It definitely
was a assist in my genealogical research. Thank You Five Stars Exceptional history and
documentation of the beginnings of Monterey, Nuevo Leon, Mexico Thanks. Very good service. I
was very surprised and pleased with the wonderful condition of the book Despite the expense, I
was very surprised and happy with the excellent state of the book. Thanks Yessssss! Excellent
This book was recommended by my cousin and I have to admit it has awesome information on
my lineage. That's what I want, Love it.
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